
XXI Notes FreeStanding Desking



XXI Notes

Access power and data when you

need it...where you need it. Whether in

computer-based training rooms, interactive

classrooms and lecture halls, or high-tech

conference rooms, we have you covered.

Security concerns? Privacy screens may be

set up between workstations. Ergonomic

keyboards and adjustable desks maximize

comfort and productivity. Stand-up tables

provide extra flexibility.

XXI Notes uses PowerUp; to deliver data

and power exactly where it’s needed. Easy

open. Easy close. Easy connection.

If your office demands unique styling and collaborative work
support, XXI Notes delivers. Choose from curvilinear, square,
rectangular, triangular and corner worksurfaces to transform
your space.
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DETAILS:

PowerUp- Module
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� Shorter transitional legs allow for easy

movement throughout the work area

� Whether you sit or stand, XXI Notes fits

your work style and ergonomic preferences

� Each power/data module has one duplex

receptacle (two power outlets) and two

readily accessible data ports

� Choose PowerUp in Levels 1-5 to suit your

various power/data needs

Hard-wired power with our exclusive distribution system delivers
power and data exactly where it’s needed. A discreet power/data
trough cover keeps unsightly cords out of sight.

Office Furniture Solutions
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XXI Notes

Loaded with options, XXI Notes is

continuously offering you more options

for efficiency and productivity...even in

cramped quarters. Tackable screens add

privacy and personalization. And with

abundant paper management choices,

including multi-height tool rails with

hanging accessories, you can place

components where you want them.

XXI Notes joins function with aesthetic

statement through a wide range of colorful

laminates and panel fabrics. Designed to

integrate seamlessly with other systems

furniture, it’s also a stand-alone value.
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To meet the delicate balance of privacy and teaming,
XXI Notes includes shared office capabilities that are
flexible and easy to navigate.



� A variety of movable worksurfaces respond

to the need for group meetings where

mobility is key

� Standard options include adjustable

keyboard pads, data tables, printer stands

and more

� Ingenious connectivity components keep

XXI Notes (and you) connected to power

and data at all times...even in shared

environments

Tool rails allow users to locate paper management
components wherever is convenient.

Office Furniture Solutions
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XXI Notes

Sometimes two (or three, or more) heads

are better than one. XXI Notes creates

attractive work areas that invite collaboration.

Mobile tear-drop and semi-circle tables

move easily for impromptu pairings.

Instructors require unique workstations

that accommodate any lesson. XXI Notes

facilitator desks have casters for easy

mobility and access to learning boards.

Features that surely put them at the head

of the class. Durable and attractive down

to the last detail, XXI Notes is an intelligent

investment.

Conducive to learning. Facilitating respect. Commanding attention.
Wired for learning. With XXI Notes, you have the power.
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� Facilitator desks with casters provide

front-of-room mobility and flexibility

� Desks feature unique styling and

collaborative work support

Desks can be specified with partial modesty panels (shown)
or beam option depending on the user’s needs.
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